T cell responses to select Ia determinants using the I-A mutant mouse strain B6.C-H-2bm12.
The T cell repertoire of B6.C-H-2bm12 mice (an I-A mutant mouse strain) to wild-type Iab antigens was investigated using both secondary proliferative cultures and cloned T cell lines. Because bm12 mice have a gain-loss mutation of their gene encoding the Ia beta-chain polypeptide, bm12 anti-B6 T cell responses are specific for the select component of Iab specificities that was lost as a result of the mutation. Although stimulator cells bearing Iab antigens elicited the strongest responses, Iaq, d, and s antigens also resulted in reproducible stimulations of these bm12 anti-B6-primed T cells. Cloned T cell lines isolated from bm12 anti-b6 cultures revealed similar findings, with most clones recognizing determinants unique for Iab antigens; however, clones showing cross-reactions with Iad and/or q were also selected. Using F1 hybrid responder T cells (mutant x cross-reactive strain), we further dissected this cross-reactivity into several distinct cross-reactive determinants. Because bm12 mice lack the serologically defined Ia differentiation antigen W39, T cell recognition of this determinant was investigated by using bm12 anti-B6-primed cells. Stimulation by Ia.W39+ cells was appreciably better than by Ia.W39- (Xid-defective) cells, suggesting that bm12 T cells recognize an Xid-regulated, W39-like Ia differentiation antigen.